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 Welcome to the CodePilot Application! This
application is designed to assist developers by
providing intelligent code completion as they write
code. This user manual will guide you through its
usage and customization.
In today's fast-changing tech world, AI-powered
solutions are like super helpers for changing
industries. 
 One shining example is CodePilot, which uses fancy
technology called Open Source Large Language
Models (Generative AI).  
 It is a smart mix of tech that wants to make coding
easier, faster, and more creative. 
This smarts tool is here to make tech stuff more
friendly and exciting for all of us! 
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Custom Test Cases 

User Interface Details - CodePilot 

Test Cases 

CodePilot 
Output- 

Generated Code
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Flow diagram of Generative
AI for text generation 

Generative AI operates by first training on a dataset, learning
patterns and relationships within it. After training, the AI model can
generate content based on input data. This process includes data
preprocessing, model selection, training, fine-tuning, and
evaluation. Once deployed, the AI requires ongoing monitoring and
ethical considerations to ensure responsible use and continuous
improvement.
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Why to Use CodePilot?  

CodePilot is a tool powered by artificial intelligence
designed to aid engineers in writing code more
efficiently and accurately. 
It generates code in real-time based on prompts or
provides suggestions for code auto-completion. 
This is capable of translating code between different
programming languages and creating programs. 
CodePilot utilizes algorithms trained on open-source
project code examples to create new code based on
those examples. 
Select optimal code for specific programs,
accelerating the development process for
programmers. 
CodePilot operates through auto-completion,
suggestion algorithms, and direct communication
between developers and AI. 
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Features of CodePilot   

Making comments and alerts while coding
creates secure and dependable codes. 
It reduces the repetitious nature of coding. 
It can generate code for machine learning
models, data science, and other applications. 
It supports different programming languages
viz python, java, javascript, c, c++, Node.js etc. 
It helps in application development. 
It can cater to many developers as it supports
different languages. 
Generating code is more straightforward, with
an intuitive methodology and user-friendly UI. 
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 Benefits and
applications of CodePilot   
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Use this link to use CodePilot Application
https://www.codepilot.aeriestechnology.com/

Select one of the test case from the given test cases,
and click on generate code button to get generated

code.
Test Cases are given below;

Write your custom prompt as per guidelines given in
writing box, and click on generate code button to get

generated code.
How to write prompt is given below;

Write python function for Palindrome number
Write javascript function for Palindrome number
Write javascript function for addition of two
numbers
write program  that calculates the factorial of a
given positive integer n using java

Write a prompt like “write program <your
query> using <language name>” and click
on Generate Code or refer to given test
cases.

CodePilot Link

User Interface

Code Generated
Output

 Procedure to Use CodePilot
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CodePilot Output

Any IDE Output

 Check CodePilot output in IDE
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 CodePilot Using
No-Code Platform

https://buildergpt.aeriestechnology.com/canvas/6daf5108-d68e-4e0d-884b-12945eb68c79
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